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Cheap and Cheerful: Chinese Silks in
Scandinavia, 1731–1761

Hanna Hodacs

For those interested in investigating colors and consumption in the eighteenth century, the “packing book” of the Swedish East India Company (SEIC) ship
Calmare is a good place to start. The book lists the deliveries of more than four
thousand pieces of Chinese silk to the Swedish factory in Canton in the autumn
of 1742. A table, stretching over three densely written pages (in English), with the
heading “Recapitulation of the different color of each assortment of wrought silk,”
summarizes the colors of silk cargo. Altogether, forty colors and color combinations
are listed; the most common are “sky blue,” “junquille,” “crimson,” and “white,”
but there are also numerous pieces in “scarlet,” “cherry,” “mazareen blue,” “straw,”
and “citron.” Only a few pieces were multicolored, but the descriptions of them
are particularly evocative; combinations such as “crimson and light green,” “dark
green and white,” or “turquine and sea green” stand out.1
This colorful silk cargo fitted into sixty-five chests; the chest identity numbers are also indicated on the table. Pieces of cherry-colored poisee damask, for
example, were packed in chests numbers “5,” “29,” and “36.”2 Theft and fraud
were common, and one reason for monitoring the packing was to deflect opportunists. More importantly, though, noting down the chest numbers set the stage for
the next phase of trade. The ship Calmare arrived in Gothenburg, the headquarters
of the SEIC, on the west coast of Sweden in early June 1743. In late August, the
cargo was auctioned off. Prospective buyers had by then been able to inspect the
silks in the house of Mess. Thornton, in the Main Harbour. But at the time of the
auction, the contents of the sixty-five chests had been turned into more than two
hundred multicolored auction lots. As Figure 1 shows, the first silk lots (of poisee
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Illustration 1. Sales catalogue, from the Swedish East India Company ship Calmare, listing silk textiles
put up for sale in Gothenburg in August 1743.
Source: Riksarkivet, Stockholm (Swedish National Archive). Kommerskollegiums arkiv: Enskilda arkiv
inom Kommerskollegium, Ostindiska kompaniet, Försäljningskatalog Vol. 6, 1743. Also available in
Warwick University Library, Warwick Digital Collection, http://contentdm.warwick.a.uk/cdm/landingpage/collection/swedish, Försäljningskatalog, Vol. 6, 1743 (accessed 23 July 2016).

damask pieces of identical dimensions) put up for sale at the auction each contained
thirty pieces in fourteen different shades. Information on numbers of pieces, types
and color assortment, and exact location (chest number) were of course essential
to those assembling thousands of silk pieces into hundreds of lots in Gothenburg.
Taking colors as its cue, this article explores the Swedish and Danish
eighteenth-century trade in Chinese silks. It investigates what the trade can tell us
about the connection between long-distance commerce and European fashion, and
about more long-term changes in consumption and production. As I discuss in more
detail below, the Danish and Swedish East India companies have quite different
histories of engagement with Asia. What they have in common, though, is that they
both started to trade directly with China in the early 1730s. The modus operandi
for the two companies was the expanding market for tea in Europe, particularly the
market for contraband tea in Britain where high taxes on tea created large profits
for smugglers bringing in Chinese tea imported to Europe by, among others, the
Swedes and the Danes. But colorful Chinese piece goods for the domestic markets
in Denmark and Sweden did also prove profitable, at least for a few decades in the
middle third of the eighteenth century, a period largely characterized by relatively
low silk prices and unrestricted trade in Canton.3 By combining source materials
from the two companies’ China ventures, as well as material relating to the whole-
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sale trade in Chinese silk in Copenhagen and Gothenburg, we can reconstruct most
of the trade taking place between 1731 and 1761.
The article focuses on a history that is largely uncharted, first because it
deals with eighteenth-century East India trade in Chinese silks and not Indian cottons, and second because it is concerned with Scandinavian markets and consumption, which have so far attracted limited attention by non-Scandinavian scholars.
The rich Danish and Swedish material should also be of interest to those interested
in color fashion in Europe more generally as it allows us to map color schemes
both quantitatively and qualitatively. First, though, I will provide an outline of the
European trade in Asian textiles in the seventeenth and eighteenth century.
EXPLAINING HISTORICAL CHANGE WITH ASIAN
TEXTILES
Those studying the European trade in colorful Asian textiles and its longterm effects both in Europe and globally have largely focused on the import of
Indian cotton to the Atlantic world.4 Historians have pointed to several reasons
for the success of Indian textiles, including their colors. Early modern European
consumers were quick to appreciate the quality of the dyes used by Indian manufacturers, decorating their piece goods with printed or painted designs. Indian
tradesmen used techniques and components not available to European manufactures, including resist-dyeing and mordant, to arrange and fix pigments in textiles.
The end result was colorful textiles that were largely resistant to the fading effects
of sun and washing. Intertwined with the history of Indian dyeing is the history
of cotton as a fiber. Pigments available in the early modern era, typically derived
from plants, insects, or minerals, work differently depending on which fiber they
are applied to. While the cotton fiber was not fully new to Europeans, they were
unfamiliar with the use of madder to generate a red color on cotton, known in
Europe as “Turkey red.”5 European weavers also had no knowledge of how to
produce pure cotton textiles. Indian tradesmen were able to use cotton in both the
warp and weft. European tradesmen lacked this skill in the beginning of the eighteenth century. Instead, Europeans typically used different mixes of cotton, wool,
and silk, thereby producing fabrics heavier than their Indian rivals. One favorite
Asian textile was muslin, a very light, white cotton fabric. Dhaka, in present-day
Bangladesh, produced the finest muslins; they were famously so thin that pieces
one yard wide and twenty yards long could be passed through a finger ring.6
From the late seventeenth century onward, the Eurasian cotton trade
boomed. Cotton imports from India in the last three decades of the century involved
1.3 million pieces per year. The English East India Company (EIC) was the leading
importer to Europe and the Atlantic world. The Dutch Vereenigde Oost-Indische
Compagnie (VOC) also traded vast quantities of cotton textiles, but was largely
supplying Asian markets.7 Other companies, especially the Danish and the French
East India companies, imported Indian cottons too. When the French textile trade
with Asia was at its peak in the 1730s, the French East India Company imported
over 400,000 pieces of Asian textiles on average annually; ninety-five percent of the
French traded East India goods between 1687 and 1761 was cotton from India.8
The Danish trade blossomed particularly in the last thirty years of the eighteenth
century, and particularly during periods when other European powers were at war.9
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In Europe, the import of Indian cotton textiles caused controversy. European textile manufacturers whose production was threatened by Asian cotton
were generally successful in pressuring governments to ban domestic consumption
of foreign textiles.10 Prohibitions did not stop people from using cotton textiles,
though. In France, the smuggling in of printed cotton made in India, the Ottoman
Empire, and other European countries was so significant that it influenced debates
on political economy. The implication of large numbers of people in illegal activities
spurred philosophers and commentators to develop new liberal notions of how the
market ought to work.11 In Britain import substitution, replacing imported Indian
textiles with homemade versions, was central in catalyzing technological advances,
thereby promoting a process we traditionally label the Industrial Revolution. In
short, pure and colorful cottons came to stay in Europe. Cotton suited European
consumers hungry for change, and in time European producers started to churn out
an ever-growing amount of patterned textiles for markets at home and overseas. In
this respect cotton textiles have become a central concern to historians investigating
the formation of the European consumer society and its global significance in the
early modern period as well as those aiming to explain the economic divergence
between Asia and Europe in modern history.12
It is no surprise, then, that the history of Chinese silk fabrics in the history of
the Eurasian maritime trade is somewhat lost amid all this change. The eighteenthcentury importation of silk textiles from China was of course, relatively speaking,
much smaller in scale than the importation of Indian cotton pieces. For example,
the Dutch VOC auctioned away only 184,000 pieces of Chinese silk between
1729 and 1795.13 We do not know what London received, but EIC headquarters
ordered its supercargoes to bring home 499,000 pieces from China between 1707
and 1750.14 The French silk imports from Asia were somewhat smaller: around
94,000 silk pieces arrived to France from the East between 1687 and 1779, but this
also included a limited number of silk pieces from India.15 Although incomplete,
these numbers suggest that the total Dutch, British, and French official import of
Chinese silk in the long eighteenth century probably did not extend beyond one
million silk pieces, a figure equaling the annual import of cotton textiles during
much of the same period.
Moreover, silk, in contrast to (pure) cotton textiles, was not a novelty to
early modern Europeans, whose maritime traders joined a commerce in Chinese
silk that had connected the western and eastern ends of the Eurasian continent
for more than a millennium and a half.16 New though was the sixteenth-century
movement of Chinese silk, raw and woven, across the Pacific, from Manilla to
Acapulco and Spanish America. In this trans-Pacific trade, Chinese silk textiles
played a more prominent role than the cotton piece goods from India.17 Raw silk
was important too, supplying the emerging silk manufacturing industries of New
Spain.18 Another new feature in the seventeenth century was the growing provision
of woven and raw silk from India, brought to Europe by the East India companies.
The EIC imported Bengal silk goods to the London market; by the turn of the seventeenth century, for example, only two percent of the EIC-traded silk came from
China.19 Of course, at the time the direct maritime trade between the northwest
part of Europe and China had only just started. Initially the directly imported
Chinese and Japanese silks impacted European designs, most notably and visibly
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in the “bizarre style” patterns popular in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth
centuries, before the rococo style took hold in Europe.20 However, the silk textiles
that started to arrive on East India ships engaged in the direct trade with China at
the end of the seventeenth century entered a competitive market where European
silk manufactures led fashion; it was with patterned silk textiles that new trends
were generated across the fashion-conscious continent.21 Leading designers worked
with silk manufacturers in Lyon and London, and their innovations were copied
across Europe, helping to spin the wheel of fashion.22
Like Asian cotton, Asian silk textiles faced restrictions and bans in France
and Britain.23 While sales of Indian cotton textiles seem to have been unstoppable in spite of the bans, there have been few studies of how Chinese silk textiles
faired more generally on the European market, at least outside the context of elite
consumption.24 With the exception of silk handkerchiefs, we know little about
plebeian silk consumption in early modern Europe.25 Raw material costs matter
here of course, and raw silk, whether produced in Asia or Europe, was no doubt
a more expensive material than the versatile cotton, which could even be made to
look like glossy silk if processed right. Whatever the origin of the raw material,
early modern silk and cotton textiles do in this respect seem to fit into the general
history of how, as European consumerism evolved, “old luxuries” were replaced
by “new luxuries.” The main cost associated with producing the former was the
price of raw materials, while the costs for craft skills formed the main outlay for
producing the latter.26
THE SCANDINAVIAN TRADE IN CHINESE SILK
How then can an analysis of the colorful Chinese cargo on the Scandinavian ships help, if not alter, at least modify and develop this history—that is,
the association of eighteenth-century cotton with the development of European
consumerism, mass markets, and technological developments leading up to the
Industrial Revolution, and of silk with notions of old elite consumption? While the
quantities of Indian piece goods arriving to Europe outnumbered Chinese woven
silks, there is a marked difference between how many silks the different companies
imported that is not reflected in the size of their home market. In the case of the
Scandinavian trade it is clear that the Swedish silk business was unusually large.
By the 1770s, Sweden, which included today’s Sweden, Finland, and Swedish
Pomerania, had a population of about three million. Although we do not know the
number of inhabitants of the Danish realm living in the Baltic area, in present day
Denmark, Norway, and the Duchies of Schleswig and Holstein in the eighteenth
century, by about 1800 the population was 2.2 million.27 Nonetheless, the known
Swedish imports of Chinese silk between 1733 and 1759 were five times the known
Danish imports: 129,000 versus 27,000 pieces.28 It is however worth noting that
the Swedish figures from the sales catalogue include trade conducted on the side or
privately by the employees of the SEIC, while the Danish figures only include silk
traded by the Danish Asiatic Company (DAC), not its staff. From correspondence
between merchants involved in the Scandinavian wholesale trade in Chinese goods,
we learn that the silk share of trade conducted privately by members of the Danish
expeditions could be huge. In 1747, for example, 12,000 pieces—more than twice
the size of the DAC silk import that year—arrived as part of a private trade.29
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However, even if the Swedish figures include privately traded goods,
they stand out compared to the Dutch, British, and French imports of Chinese
silk textiles. The VOC imported only 10,000 pieces more than the SEIC between
1733 and 1759 (139,000 pieces versus 129,000). If we match the figures from the
English ordering lists for the period between 1731 and 1748 (when an expedition
to China took approximately eighteen months) with what we know arrived in
Gothenburg between 1733 and 1750, the Swedish trade equaled more than half
of the English trade: London ordered 182,000 pieces while Gothenburg received
95,000. Compared to the French imports, 32,000 pieces between 1733 and 1759,
the Swedes were big traders in Chinese silks.30
Import, of course, did not necessarily mean domestic consumption. The
European markets for Asian goods were notoriously porous; illicit practices and
smuggling undermined the monopolies granted to the East India companies over
their home markets. Take for example the Scandinavian trade in another Chinese
good: tea. Together the Swedish and the Danish East India companies imported
up to a third of all tea reaching Europe between 1730 and 1780. With the possible
exception of Denmark proper, though, the Scandinavian market for Chinese tea
was weak. The bulk—ninety percent or more—of the Scandinavian tea was reexported. Most of it ended up in pots and cups furnishing British tables, in spite
of the EIC’s statutory monopoly over its domestic market.31 Tea was a perishable
good, and that European stores needed to be replenished regularly set the rhythm
to the expeditions going to China. This trading pattern offered opportunities to
import silk textiles, a much lighter cargo that could easily be transported on top
of the bulky tea. The quickly expanding consumption of tea in Britain was in this
respect a precondition for the import of Chinese silk to Scandinavia.
Like tea, Asian textiles were smuggled across Europe, although it is hard
to quantify how many goods moved over the borders. We do know that the Dutch
Republic provided the first landing point for many Asian textiles reaching across
Europe, including France, where consumers also were provided with illicit goods
in the form of printed cottons inspired by Indian goods, from the Levant and
Switzerland.32 All foreign-made silks were banned from the British markets in the
eighteenth century; however, silk textiles, particularly handkerchiefs from India
sought after by poorer and middling consumers, were frequently smuggled into the
country via London.33 While there is evidence that some Swedish imported Chinese
silks were re-exported, there are also good reasons to believe that most of the SEIC
imported silks stayed in Sweden. The strongest indication of this is the sharp drop
in silk imports after 1754, corresponding chronologically to the introduction of
a domestic ban on the consumption of Chinese silk [figure 2]. Before 1754 the
Swedish market was by all accounts hot. Dutch traders described the Gothenburg
market as “bewitched” by Chinese silk; auction prices rose so high that there was
no profit in re-exporting the SEIC silks to other markets in Europe.34
Why this Swedish obsession with Chinese silks? One likely reason is that
Swedish consumers had little access to Indian cotton textiles. All in all, only six
out of sixty-one Swedish expeditions reached the Indian subcontinent between
1731 and 1766. The first ship to India from Gothenburg led to a diplomatic crisis
when staff of the French and English companies attacked the SEIC expedition on
the Coromandel Coast in 1733. The EIC in particular objected to a new competi-
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Figure 2. Diagram 1. Import of Chinese silk textiles to Scandinavia 1733–1759 (pieces)
Source: Hanna Hodacs, Silk and Tea in the North. Scandinavian Trade and the Market for Asian Goods
in Eighteenth-Century Europe (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2016): 193–94, Appendix 2, Silk
import by DAC and SEIC 1733–1759.

tor which to no small extent was manned by exiled Britons, several of whom had
worked in the recently folded Ostend Company, a large supplier of tea destined
to be smuggled into the British market.35 While other attempts were made, little
came of Swedish efforts to establish regular trade with India. Instead, the Swedes
concentrated on the China trade. This commerce was the most profitable part of the
Scandinavian trade generally, and in the case of Denmark the China trade brought
in seventy-five percent of the DAC’s profit for most of the eighteenth century.36 In
contrast to the Swedes, the Danes did successfully trade in India. The first Danish
trading station on the Coromandel Coast was established in 1620, although only
in the middle third of the eighteenth century did the Danish trade become regular
and more reliably profitable. In India the Danes had the advantage of access to
cheap credit in the form of private fortunes generated by representatives of the
Dutch, French, and British East India companies’ staff in India. The end result was
that the DAC imported large amounts of Indian cotton to Copenhagen, turning
the city into a northern entrepôt for a wide range of East India goods.37 The larger
Swedish import of Chinese silks might in other words be a reflection of Sweden’s
small import of Indian cotton textiles. Reversing the argument, the smaller Danish
import of Chinese silks might reflect on the Danes’ large import of Indian piece
goods. However, as Figure 2 illustrates, the Danish trade in Chinese silk did change
in the 1750s as well, although less dramatically. Again, new legislation can explain
the increase in imports; in 1753 all Danish consumption of silk textiles was banned
except for domestically produced silks and goods imported by the DAC.38
What sort of silk goods arrived by the thousands to Gothenburg and Copenhagen? First of all, Scandinavian-imported woven silks were generally made
from the cheapest raw silk, the type produced in the province of Guangdong, of
which Canton (today’s Guangzhou) was the center. Only small quantities of the
Scandinavian-imported goods were made from the more expensive Nankeen raw
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silk, which produced a smoother and glossier fabric.39 Moreover, by putting together information on purchase and sale prices, measurements, embellishments,
and proportions of different kinds of textiles making up the cargoes of the DAC
and SEIC, we can conclude that more than half of the Scandinavian-imported silk
pieces were of a relatively cheap, low-quality type called taffeta (or pekins), a satin
weave, and poisee damask. What type of textile “poise damask” designated is not
clear. Damask usually refers to a weave structure but in this case the term seems
to have been used for a wider category of silk textiles. A comparison of Swedish,
Danish, and English sources as well as studies by other researchers suggests only that
poisee damask probably referred to textiles of multiple weave types, with varying
designs and patterns.40 Judging by the Scandinavian sources, the great majority of
taffeta/pekins and poisee damask pieces were monochrome, and in general lacked
painted decorations. No embroidery embellished these types of piece goods, something that is also true for most of the other, less common, and sometimes more
expensive Chinese export goods such as lustring. Lustring is a silk with a “light,
crisp silk” surface. In order to produce lustring, the warp of the textile was coated,
heated, and stretched in advance of the weaving process.41 When very occasionally
the Danish did contract for embroidered pieces of lustring in Canton, they paid
twenty-eight percent more than for the plain pieces.42 When the Swedish company
sold embroidered lustring pieces, they could sell for fifty percent more than those
without embroidery.43 These examples are rare, however, indicating that there was
only a small market for exclusive embroidered goods in Scandinavia, although the
profit levels could be good.
While the sources are incomplete, they tell us that the Scandinavian companies imported at least 87,338 pieces of poisee damask and taffeta/pekins from
Canton between 1733 and 1759. More relevant perhaps is fact that these types of
silk goods represented fifty-six percent of the Scandinavian silk textile cargo, and
that they were textiles with the largest color assortments. With an average length
and width of 16 x 0.71 meters for poisee damask and 12 x 0.78 meters for pekins
and taffeta, this cargo alone could have been turned into 306,000 colorful skirts
or twice as many gaudy waistcoats. As Figure 1 shows, a poisee damask piece sold
for around sixty-five silver dollars (silverdaler) in Gothenburg in 1743. With the
added fifteen percent tax, introduced in 1741 on domestic consumption of Chinese
silks, an unskilled laborer would have had to work 106 days to pay for a whole
piece of poisee damask. By contrast, he would have needed to labor less than
three weeks to pay for enough fabric to make a waistcoat.44 By comparison, an
ell of the most expensive silk fabrics, often incorporating golden or silver threads,
could cost the equivalent of two years’ salary for a French laborer.45 While not all
European-produced silks were as expensive, the latter examples help to illuminate
an important characteristic of the imported Chinese silk: its low price.
The reception of Chinese silk in Scandinavia in the 1730s and 1740s confirms that the textiles were regarded as relatively cheap—a budget luxury. These
decades saw new government policies supporting the domestic production of
textiles. The Swedish silk industry expanded from the 1730s onward; by the time
it peaked in the late 1750s, the industry employed 2,456 workers, operating 838
looms.46 The aim of the new policy was to reduce the import of silk, particularly
from France, which was the main outside provider of silk for the Swedish market.
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New sumptuary legislation liberalizing the consumption of domestically produced
silk textiles was introduced as a means of supporting the new industry, largely located in Stockholm.47 By coincidence, these changing regulations also benefited the
silk trade of the SEIC, established only a few years earlier in the wake of the folding
of the Ostend Company. The new company had been given the right to sell silk to
the Swedish market from the start, something opponents of the company quickly
pointed out undermined the home market for the new domestic silk manufacturers. Those defending the SEIC responded by claiming that the Chinese silks were
consumed by a market segment that could not afford Swedish-manufactured silk
textiles, never mind French produced silks.48 The status of the new Asian textiles
became a subject for public enquiries. Questionnaires returned to the Board of
Commerce in Stockholm confirmed the view that Chinese silk was not a “luxury,”
at least not in the very southern parts of Sweden.49
In Denmark the situation was somewhat different in that the elite, including
the King, had invested heavily in the Danish East India trade; by contrast, many
of the investors in the SEIC came from the Low Countries, reflecting the legacy of
the Ostend Company.50 In the first half of the eighteenth century, there was also
less debate in Denmark due to the harsher Danish censorship. However, by the
1750s, economic issues were opened up for debate. Questioning the future of the
Danish silk industry, Erik Pontoppidian (1698–1764), a political economist and
theologian, underlined the extent to which the Chinese goods were cheaper, but
had a weaker “strength and reputation.”51 Nonetheless, as in the Swedish case, the
Danish silk industry was also expanding: by the middle of the eighteenth century
it employed 463 workers operating 122 looms.52 Those writers who championed
domestic textile production seemed also to have won the argument over the Asian
import in the end; by 1774, domestic consumption of silk imported by the DAC
was also banned.53
Judging by the type of Chinese silks arriving in Scandinavia, and the arguments the cargo prompted, these textiles did not represent old luxuries. A more
suitable label is “populuxe goods,” which has been used to describe cheaper versions
of luxury items that made their way into the hands of lower-class consumers in the
eighteenth century.54 Focusing on developments in Europe, historians such as Jan
de Vries and others have called attention to the popularity of populuxe goods. Low
cost made them attractive, but also, and more importantly, populuxe goods offered
the consumer more variety in quality and design, aspects that helped speed up the
European wheel of fashion.55 As Maxine Berg has argued, what followed was the
development of markets where goods were sold with reference to “novelty” and
“style,” providing consumers more opportunities to express their taste and fashion sense, not only their wealth.56 This brings us back to the color schemes on the
imported Chinese silks. What can a study of the color assortment of these pieces
tell us about variety and change, and about the possibility of expressing individual
taste and following new trends and fashions?
USING COLORS TO MEASURE VARIETY AND CHANGE
QUANTITATIVELY AND QUALITATIVELY
Let us return to the forty color references in the packing book of the ship
Calmare. These were distributed unevenly depending on the use of the textiles.
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Bed or meuble damask, which as the name suggests was intended for interior design, such as in bed hangings, curtains, or upholstery, was only imported in three
shades in 1743: “crimson,” “green,” and “junquille.” Blue shades such as sky
blue and bleumourant/blomerant were other popular colors of bed damask in the
Scandinavian trade in Chinese silk in the middle third of the eighteenth century.57
In contrast, textiles intended for clothing—the bulk of the silk pieces imported from
China—had a much wider color assortment. The largest batch of poisee damask
pieces arriving on Calmare included sixteen different shades, and the taffeta pieces
contained fifteen shades, although in both cases the word “different” before brown,
green, and ash suggest the variation was even wider.58
Color variety was in fact at the center of the trade in Chinese silk, something
to which the packing book but also the surviving sales catalogues, such as the one
depicted in Figure 1, bear witness. Next to the type of weave and the dimensions
of the textiles, the color schemes of the lots are prominently displayed. Surviving
documents from the Danish trade, including contracts with Chinese merchants,
are similarly detailed, outlining what colors the ordered silk should have.59 When
the DAC directors in Copenhagen ordered goods from China in the first half of
the eighteenth century, they were often vague about the number of silk pieces to
buy in Canton. How much money the DAC supercargoes had left to spend on silk
textiles depended on how much they had spent on tea, which depended on the level
of competition in Canton from other European companies also buying tea.60 Independently of how many silk pieces the Danish could afford, what was important,
the DAC directors emphasized in their orders, was to stick to the proportions of
different colors indicated in the ordering lists.61 An economic rationale directed the
color composition of silk cargo: offering a variety of colors made financial sense.
A close reading of surviving annotated SEIC sales catalogues tells us that lots with
a greater variety of colors garnered higher prices; buyers were willing to offer up
to twenty percent more for lots with a high color diversity than for those with a
low one.62 In other words, the greater the variety of colors, the greater the profit
in the Scandinavian East India trade in Chinese silk.
In contrast to colors, woven designs are rarely alluded to in the Scandinavian trade, although again the bed damask case is an exception. Regularly
though not consistently, Swedish and Danish sources refer to design numbers
selling bed damask. The variety of designs was, however, usually limited to only a
handful.63 From Danish sources we learn that bed damask designs were sometimes
distinguished with shapes that contained “figures” or flowers in different sizes.64
There are also occasional remarks concerning designs in the case of other types
of textiles. In 1754 Danish supercargoes were requested by Copenhagen to buy
poisee damask pieces with “small designs which currently are much wanted.”65
In the packing book of Calmare, some of the taffeta is listed as decorated with
“Boquets” and “flowers of different colors” as well as stripes, but together these
batches constituted only seven percent of the silk cargo.66 As the sales catalogue
from Calmare indicates, the silk textiles put up for sale by the Swedish Company
were also on display before the auction began. While the possibility to inspect the
textiles in situ rendered it less necessary to describe patterns in the sales catalogues,
it does not explain the lack of references to patterns in sources stemming from the
Canton end of the trade. The most plausible conclusion is that, in so far as the
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piece goods had woven designs or painted patterns, they were generally of such a
neutral character that they usually escaped any further remarks. Instead, the main
focus of attention was the color assortment of Chinese silk cargo.
This conclusion helps us situate Chinese silk on the European market,
where new silk designs catalyzed seasonal changes to fashion in the eighteenth
century. Studying the silk firm L. Galy, Gallien et comp. in Lyon, Leslie Miller has
calculated that on average it produced between one and three designs per week.67
Designs for exclusive silk textiles might only have been used a handful of times.68
Commissioners working for the leading Lyon firms traveled the continent selling
their wares with the help of samples to exclusive customers, including royals.
Once orders were made, the Lyon weavers set to work producing the full fabrics
in required quantities of elaborately designed silk textiles.69 Plain silks, similar to
the taffeta and pekins imported from China, could be highly fashionable too; for
example, Madam de Pompadour, official mistress of Louis XV, was portrayed in
several outfits made from silk textiles without woven designs or added patterns.
Her wardrobe also contained clothes made from silk textiles from Asia.70 Colors on
plain silk pieces were of course also subject to fashion trends. Surviving European
sample books and textile collections from the eighteenth century, such as the one
Miller has written about, contain plain silks in a great variety of colors, indicating
that customers wanted selection.
What samples can guide us in the study of the color schemes of the East
India silks? One unique collection was created by the Swedish professor of economics Anders Berch (1711–1774) in the mid-eighteenth century. Kept by the Nordic
Museum in Stockholm, it contains over seventy samples of textiles labeled “East
Indian silk,” including several taffeta and damask pieces in different shades of red,
blue, and yellow, among others, only a few of which are patterned.71 Another smaller
collection of samples, some of it portrayed in Figure 3, is held in the archive of
the Dutch VOC. What makes this collection unique is that color names are noted
down next to samples of Chinese silks traded by the VOC. The nomenclature used
here was largely shared by other East India companies; since all companies traded
in Canton, this joint color terminology is hardly surprising. A further explanation
is that the companies were run by cosmopolitan supercargoes and wholesalers
operating on overlapping European markets. Scottish merchants, many of whom
had been working for the Ostend Company, were for example prominent in the
Swedish China trade; hence it is no surprise that the packing book of Calmare is
written in English. As Figure 1 demonstrates, the Swedish sales catalogue advertising the goods arriving on Calmare was published in German, reflecting perhaps the
historical role of the Ostend Company supplying a German-speaking market, but
also the ambitions of the SEIC to welcome foreign buyers to purchase the goods it
had imported from Asia. When the SEIC started printing its catalogue in Swedish,
the color terms were either kept or directly translated. Comparisons with material
produced by the Dutch, the English, and the Danish company reveal the applications of a nearly identical set of color terms.72
Was this Pan-European color nomenclature applied identically? Or did the
same color names refer to different shades? Sources describing the trade in Canton
suggest that contracting for silk textiles with the Chinese Hong merchants sometimes
involved the use of samples of silks dyed different colors, some of which perhaps
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Figure 3. Illustration 2. Silk samples from Canton, with references to color names in Dutch, collected
by the VOC (Vereenigde Oost-Indische Compagnie).
Source: Nationaal Archief, the Netherlands, archive VOC, Factorij Canton, 1.04.20, inv.nr. 167.

were brought to Canton by European supercargoes.73 Such a practice might explain
the odd case of disagreement. In 1747, for example, the Dutch banking house
Clifford & Sons wrote to the Scottish supercargo and wholesale trader of Swedish
East India goods Charles Irvine (1693–1771), highlighting that “by Mazarine blue,
we mean what we call here Turkish blue.”74 As one of a few examples, however, it
cannot offset the general impression that few disagreements existed regarding what
name referred to what color. It thus seems reasonable to assume that the Dutch
samples portrayed in Figure 3 can visually guide us in interpreting the silk cargo
of the Calmare listed in the packing book and sales catalogue.
The extent to which the eighteenth-century Eurasian trade in hundreds
of thousands of Chinese silk pieces helped standardize color nomenclature more
generally, even perhaps contributing to the notion of a fixed universal color order,
is an open question. A comparison with the color names employed in the trade in
Indian cotton helps to highlight how specific the nomenclature applied in the East
India Chinese silk trade was. When, for example, the EIC directors ordered cotton textiles from India, they rarely specified what shades they wanted; orders were
made for cotton pieces with “blue,” “red,” and “green” grounds.75 In contrast,
the Chinese poisee damask imported to Gothenburg came in shades of blue called
not only “dark,” “middle,” and “light blue,” but also “sky,” “mazarine,” “millan,” “bleumourant/blomerant,” and “turqvin” blue. Among the red shades we
find “crimson,” “poppy,” “scarlet,” “incarnate”/“color de chair,” and “cherry,”
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as well as “rose.” Only the green shades were somewhat more limited, as here we
find only “green,” “dark green,” “grass,” “lime,” and “celadon” or “sea green.”
The number of colors on the silks traded by the Scandinavian companies varied.
Compared to that of the Danish Company, the SEIC assortment of colors of silk
was notably richer. The largest single order of poisee damask (500 pieces) made by
the DAC in Canton between 1734 and 1761 included twelve shades—the average
number of colors in the Swedish poisee damask trade, with some SEIC batches
containing as many as eighteen shades.76 While the Swedish company silk trade
was richer in colors than the Danish one, an even richer and more specific color
assortment did by all accounts characterize the private trade in silk. When Irvine
summarized his private accounts to be shipped home on the ship Calmare on its
return journey in 1745, he listed silk textiles colored “dark sky,” “light sky,” “light
cherry,” and “dark cherry,” shades absent in any of the SEIC sales catalogues.77
The use of prefixes such as light and dark is also something that characterizes the
English East India trade in Chinese silks, and might reflect Irvine’s contact with
potential buyers in the British Isles.78
Given these observations of colors and variety in the silk trade, it is possible to consider how changes to the color assortment might indicate the impact
of new fashions and trends directing the Scandinavian trade in Chinese silks. The
most common colors in the largest batches of Swedish imported poisee damask
pieces between 1733 and 1761 were the following: on top of the bill was crimson
(14 percent), followed by white (11), jonquille (8), sky blue (7), green, black,
and brown (6), yellow (5), and ash, dark blue, and pearl (4). We can assume that
consumer demands dictated the trade, since European merchants regularly had to
bribe Chinese customs officials to let them have red and yellow silk goods; Chinese
sumptuary legislation otherwise reserved these colors for the emperor.79 In Danish
account books, crimson colored pieces are occasionally listed separately and at a
higher price. For instance, in 1739 the Danes paid fourteen percent more for crimson
colored poisee damask pieces than for pieces of the same quality in other colors.80
Crimson also became more popular over time. Figure 4 traces the proportion of
red pieces and particularly crimson colored pieces in the largest batches of Swedish
imported poisee damask from between 1733 and 1761. Initially, crimson pieces,
together with poppy (“ponso” or “ponceau”) and “color de chair” or incarnate
dominated the red spectrum. Towards the end of the period, between sixty and
ninety percent of all red pieces were crimson. A reverse development can be noted
in the case of sky blue, illustrated in Figure 5. In the 1730s, four-fifths of all blue
colored pieces were sky blue. The popularity of this shade declined sharply over
time. In the 1750s, several years passed with no sky blue poisee damasks arriving in
Gothenburg whatsoever, although the shade made a comeback in 1757. “Bleumourant” or “blomerant,” a pale shade of blue, along with light blue, dark blue, and a
blue called “millan blue,” were the new favorites, judging by the sales catalogues.81
Occasional remarks in merchant correspondence confirm that market demands were communicated to those in charge of the trade. In 1747, for instance,
the Amsterdam firm Clifford & Sons claimed “the Best Colours in all sorts of East
India Silks are White, Bleumourant and Crimson.”82 According to one Danish
supercargo in 1741, black was always a safe bet since it “rarely goes out of fashion.”83 This seems to be particularly true of the beginning of the 1740s; half of the
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Figure 4. Diagram 2. Import of crimson red and other shades of red* colored poisee damask pieces
1733–1761 (percentage of the largest batches).
* Other red shades refer to poppy red, scarlet, cherry, and incarnat. Source: Excel sheet “PoisieDammasts, one colour, width ‘ordinary’/unspecified/1 1/4 ells, length approx. 27 1/2 – 31 1/4 ells,
sold 1733–1761” downloaded from http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/fac/arts/history/ghcc/eac/databases/
scandinavian/test/

batch of 1,896 taffeta pieces put up for sale in Gothenburg in 1742 were black.84
One likely explanation was the need for mourning clothes following the death of
Ulrika Elenora (1688–1741), the last member of the Pfalz dynasty in Sweden and
the Queen Consort. Sometimes the quality of the dye also directed the selection.
In 1752 Danish supercargoes avoided poppy colored pieces; although they were
“sellable in Europe,” they were expensive and sensitive to spotting and hence not
worth buying.85 From the Swedish sales catalogue we learn that almost every silk
cargo contained some pieces defined as second-grade goods. In other words, while
the changing proportions of different colors are likely to reflect shifting consumer
demands, restrictions imposed by material conditions, such as the quality of the
dye, did also influence the selection of shades in Canton.
While the above explanation might have favored a more limited color assortment, this does not explain the lack of new colors introduced to the standard
assortments of Chinese silks bound for Scandinavia. The only significant addition
is the color millan blue. There are no references to millan blue pieces in the poisee
damask trade, nor in the trade with other Chinese textiles in Swedish sources before
the 1750s. As Figure 5 shows, the first millan blue colored poisee damask pieces
arrived in 1753; numbers grew in 1754, as well as in 1755 and 1759. Toward
the end of the period, millan blue was common, although of course by then the
Swedish import of silk textiles had decreased sharply. The largest single batches of
poise damask pieces in the 1740s contained several thousand pieces, while in 1761
the biggest batch contained only 97 pieces.86 Taking into account all the different
types of silks imported by the SEIC, the lack of “new” colors is in fact striking.
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Figure 5. Diagram 3: Import of sky blue, millan blue, and other shades of blue* colored poisee damask
pieces 1733–1761 (percentage of the largest batches).
* Other blue refers to dark blue, mazarin blue, turqin blue, bleumerant, light blue, and middle blue.
Source: Excel sheet “Poisie-Dammasts, one colour, width ‘ordinary’/unspecified/1 1/4 ells, length approx. 27 1/2 – 31 1/4 ells, sold 1733–1761” downloaded from http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/fac/arts/
history/ghcc/eac/databases/scandinavian/test/

Occasionally novel colors make a brief appearance, such “mandarin grün” and
“may grün,” which are listed in 1733 and 1736.87 The latter color is interesting
since it might refer to the Chinese bureaucratic status, although the connection
between mandarin and green is not clear. In contrast to Chinese tea names, such
as “bohea” and “congo,” used in the trade across the Eurasian continent, Chinese
color terms in general did not “travel” with the silk. A telling example is the term
“tea colored.” We know it was used among Chinese silk manufacturers providing
the Canton market with export silk; the Berch collection contains a sample with
“tea color” written on it (in Chinese).88 But the term was not used in the Swedish
wholesale trade, although there are examples of silk referred to as tea colored in
the late eighteenth-century American China trade.89
The topic of color nomenclature touches, of course, on a wide range of
issues relating to perception, philosophy, science, and, not least, commerce. Dyers and textile traders in the West branded their products with innovative names,
sometimes rebranding old shades with new names, responding to market demands
and the need to sell off their old stock.90 The seemingly static color assortment of
Chinese silk might partially reflect Eurasian linguistic barriers and how the trade
was organized; European traders were often dealing only indirectly with silk
manufacturers in the Guangdong area, via their designated Canton contacts, the
Hong merchants. Whatever the reason, it is hard to deny the distinct lack of new
shades occurring in Canton. Almost all the ten top colors listed above were available in Canton for the whole period investigated (1733 to 1761), if not on poisee
damask pieces than on other types of silk textiles.91 The imported Chinese silks
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from the middle third of eighteenth century in this respect did not “lead fashion.”
Rather, the majority of imported Chinese silk was not only cheap, but was also
fairly standardized when it came to color assortment.
SCANDINAVIAN CONSUMERS IN COLORFUL CHINESE
SILK
What traces of consumption of colorful Chinese silk textiles can we find
in Scandinavia? Much remains to be done to explore this topic, but we know that
neither Danes nor Swedes were unaccustomed to silk textiles before the direct trade
with China began. Studies of textile markets in seventeenth- and eighteenth-century
Denmark and Sweden suggest that customers could access a great variety of foreign
fabrics. We know that English silk textiles supplied the Norwegian market.92 In
Denmark, attempts were even made to recruit English weavers to the expanding
domestic industry.93 French silks had found a market in Sweden, and were regarded
as the main competitor to the budding Swedish silk industry in the first half of
the eighteenth century. Studies of inventories of retailers of textiles suggest that
Scandinavian customers had access to a wide range of Asian goods too, perhaps
particularly in the Danish realm.94
The inflow of Chinese silk fabric, indeed of Asian textiles in general, in
Scandinavia has received little attention.95 One exception is a local study of the
implementation of Swedish sumptuary legislation in Helsinki in the 1740s. At the
time, the law stipulated that some clothes needed to be inspected and stamped in
order to be legal to wear. Surviving records tell us that the wardrobes of the Helsinki merchant families contained several clothes made from “East India damask”
in “red and white, grey and blue, yellow and white,” while poorer classes were
dressed in “grey” and “black” woolen clothes.96 Protocols from parallel inspections
across Sweden suggest a similar distribution of colors across social groups, with
colorful silk clothes distinguishing the socially elevated.97 While the protocols of the
inspected wardrobes need to be more fully investigated, their colorfulness suggests
a Swedish development recognizable from more central places on the European
fashion map. Studying the inventories of a cross section of the Parisian population, Daniel Roche, for example, has shown that the colorfulness of wardrobes
in the capital increased and expanded across the eighteenth century. The share of
colorful clothes—reds, yellows, and blues—increased among the elite, from making
up on average fifteen percent of noblewomen’s wardrobes in 1700 to dominating
aristocratic outfits on the eve of the French Revolution. Lower-class wardrobes
became more colorful too, a development that also matched the diffusion of silk
textiles among the population more generally.98
Although Swedish inspection protocols only cover limited periods, they
too suggest a merging colorfulness fed by imports from Asia, most prominently
among representatives from richer layers of society. Lists of wardrobes containing
contrasting colored silk clothes are common. Color variety here might not only
reflect fashion changes: it could also be a way to signal that a new piece of clothing
had been purchased. Possibly the best way to highlight the addition of a new dress
was to select a color not previously represented in the wardrobe.99 The Helsinki
material also shows that rich and specific color nomenclature of the sales catalogues
has here been reduced to simple color references: clothes are “red” and “blue.”
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Reflected here is the correlation between nomenclature and need for precision; colors
played different roles as a distinguishing feature to those engaged in wholesale than
to those inspecting wardrobes. Most importantly, the results suggest that from an
individual and local point of view the difference between a rich and changing and
a rich and static color assortment might not have been so noticeable, yet.
To conclude, the history of colorful Chinese silk in the Scandinavian market
can provide an alternative to the history of patterned and white cottons revolutionizing consumption and production in Europe. Silk was not only an old luxury; it
could also be relatively cheap and, more importantly, a colorful populuxe good.
Color variety seems to have provided a viable alternative to printed patterns, woven
design, and fast changing fashion, at least among Nordic consumers in the middle
third of the eighteenth century. But more work is needed to trace the reception of
Chinese silk in Europe, including the extent to which the hundreds and thousands
of silk textiles helped standardize color nomenclature.
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